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PREFACE
QED is a generalized text editor that can be used to create or modify programs, data, or
reports for any of the SDS 940 subsystems. It is particularly suited to time-sharing, since
the power and flexibility of an on-line terminal makes it possible for the user to edit text
more efficiently than he could with a card or magnetic tape system. Briefly, QED allows
the user to
•

Insert, create, or delete numeric or alphabetic characters and lines of text.

•

Copy, modify, or delete all or portions of an existing line of text.

•

Access any line of text by simply specifying a set of characters or digits contained in
the line.

•

Store commonly used phrases in special character string buffers for insertion into the
main text buffer.

•

Tabu late text in one to six columns, with the tabs set automatically or by the user.

QED can be used in many ways. The user may have his program or data typed off-line on
paper tape or cards and later edit it on-line through QED. Or, he may prepare it on-line
in QED and then output his results to the appropriate file. This is particularly convenient
when a program is lengthy or the text is difficult to handle. In addition to creating new
text with QED, the user may also edit his existing files by simply calling a file into QED,
modifying or updating it as required, and then writing it back onto the disc file storage.
In summary, the SDS 940 user who learns QED will find that he has an efficient and timesaving editing tool that can be used continually to modify or create any textual information.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many 940 computer users requi re a means of entering and
editing text strings written in some symbolic language. The
online time-sharing editor, QED, provides a simple command
language allowing the user to think in terms of text structure rather than in some arbitrary framework. QED is basi cally line-oriented, but the generality of text referencing is
preserved by the use of a content-addressing feature. Although QED treats the user's text as a single string of characters in a "main text buffer", line structure is maintained
by regarding stored carriage return characters as I ine delimiters. Thus, lines can be referred to by line number, although line numbers are subject to change if carriage returns
are added or deleted within the string during the course of
editing.
QED has three modes of operation:
1.

The command mode.

2.

The text mode.

3.

The I ine edit mode.

The primary state of QED is the command mode. A carriage
return is executed and an * printed as an indication that the
command mode has been entered. The commands INSERT,
DELETE, and PRINT are sufficient to perform any editing
operation, al though additional commands are provided for
convenience.
When an INSERT command is given followed by a carriage
return, QED enters the text mode. In this mode, one or
more lines of text may be inserted into the main text buffer
at a specified location. Termination of the text mode is
accompl ished by means of the control D character (denoted
ill' this manual by DC). A control character is generated by
first depressing and holding the control key (CTRL) and then
striking the key for the specific control character. Usually
control characters do not print on the Teletype, to avoid
cluttering I ines of printed text with non-text characters. A
convenient feature of the text mode is the capability of setting and using tab stops.

insert or del ete a few characters. Such changes may be accomplished most readily in the line edit mode, entered by
use of an EDIT command specifying the I ine in which changes
are to be made. In the I ine edit mode, QED wi II respond to
various special control characters in addition to those normally recognized in the text mode. Line edit functions
allow text characters to be copied selectively from the old
line into the new one, and allow additional text characters
to be inserted as specified. A line edit is terminated either
by a DC, causing the remainder of the old line to be copied
into the new one, or by a carriage return, causing the remainder of the old line to be discarded.
The SUBSTITUTE command may be used to substitute a specifi ed stri ng of characters for another speci fi ed stri ng of characters in a specified line or lines.
QED is not a programming language. However, using QED,
it is possible to "program" simple editing operations. This
can be accompl ished by placing control commands in one of
ten auxi I iary string buffers via a LOAD command and then
calling that buffer via a BUFFER command. Since a buffer
may call itself, program looping is possible. Also, since
command stri ngs may be stored as text, they can themsel ves
be edited before being executed by QED.

CONVENTIONS
For clarity, several conventions have been used throughout
this manual:

1.

Underscored copy in an example represents copy produced by QED. Copy that is not underscored in an exampl e represents copy typed by the user.

2.

Nonprinting control characters are represented by an
al phabeti c character and a superscri pt c (e. g., DC).
To obtain a nonprinting character, the user simultaneously depresses the specified alphabetic key and
the Control (CTRL) key. For editing purposes some
control characters wi II cause a symbol to be pri nted,
but this symbol does not appear in the final version
of an edited line.

3.

The@) notation appearing after some lines in the examples represents the Carriage Return key. This key is
labeled RETURN on the Teletype keyboard. The user
must depress the Carriage Return key after each command
to inform QED the command is terminated. The computer then upspaces the paper automatically. The (0
notation represents the Line Feed key.

4.

Throughout this manual, QED commands have been
written in full. However, QED will also accept an
abbreviated form of the commands. The user need actuaiiy type oniy the first ietter rather than the whole

The DELETE command may be used to delete one or more
specified lines of text from the main text buffer. The text
mode is not entered when a DELETE command is given, since
no new text is to be entered into the buffer as a resu I t of
the command.
The PRINT command may be used to print one or more specified lines (in the main text buffer) on the Teletype. As with
DELETE, the text mode is not entered. Non-printing characters{i.e., control characters that are normally not printed)
are preceded by an ampersand (&).
QED has the capabilityoftransferring text between the main
text buffer and disc storage or paper tape. The READ and
WRITE commands can be used for these functions.
QED olso provides means

or

making minor changes in lines

of text in the main text buffer, \",here the user may vvant to

command.

Introduction

READY, the date, and the time on one I ine and a dash
at the beginning of the following line:

OPERATING PROCEDURES
The standard procedure for gaining access to an SDS 940
time-sharing computer center from a remote Teletype terminal is described in the SDS 940 Terminal User's Guide,
Publication No. 90 11 18. This publication also includes
information concerning the 940 Executive System and the
calling of the various subsystems available to the terminal
user. The following paragraphs summarize the standard
procedures as they appl y to QED users.

READY

date,time

The dash indicates that the 940 Executive is ready to
accept a command. t
In response to the dash, the user types

OED @)

LOGIN

When ready to accept commands, QED responds with
an asterisk.

To gain access to the computer, the following operating
sequence is performed:

1.

ent, turn the switch to FD. This is a toggle switch with
two locking positions. When the Teletype is not connected to the computer (sometimes called the Local
Mode), this switch must be in the HD position. When
the Teletype is connected to the computer, this switch
must be in the FD position.

2.

3.

Press the ORIG (originate) key, which is located at the
lower right corner of the console, to obtain a dial tone
before dial ing the computer center.
Dial the computer center number. When the computer
accepts your call, the ringing will change to a highpitched tone. Then, a request for the user to log in
will appear on the Teletype.

PLEASE LOG IN:

4.

The user must then type his account number, password,
name and project code (if applicable) in the following
format:

PLEASE LOG IN: number password;name;proj.

PLEASE LOG IN:
PLEASE LOG IN:
PLEASE LOG IN:

A7PASS; 1234 ;QED

~

C8WORD;OOOl;MANUAL~
F5PW;PSEUDO; ~

The optional 1-12 character project code is provided
for installations that have several programmers using
the same account number. The project code is not
checked for validity.
If the user does not correctly type his account number,
password, and name within a minute and a half, a message is transmitted instructing him to call the computer
center for assistanCe. The computer will then disconnect the user, and the dial and log-in procedure will
have to be repeated.
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If the account number, password (nonprinting), and
name are accepted by the computer, it wi II print
Operating Procedures

t
The ESCAPE €) ke/ may be used at almost any time. It
causes the subsystem to abort the current operation and ask
for a new command. Striking the@) key before terminating
a command wi th €) aborts the command.

EXIT AND CONTINUE
-CONTINUE~

Depressing the @) key several times in succession returns
control to the Executive, which responds with a dash (-).
If the user wants to return to QED without losing his
program, and if he has not subsequentl y call ed another
subsytem (e. g., BASIC, TAP, CAL), he may type CONTINUE. The computer wi II type QED and return to it
without any initial ization. Meanwhi I e, nothing in core
is destroyed.

code~

Only persons who know the account number, password,
and name may log in under that particular combination.
The following examples all illustrate acceptable
practice:

5.

ESCAPE

If the FD- HD (Fu i I Dupl ex- Ha If Dupl ex) switch is pres-

LOG-OUT
Vv'hen the user wishes to be disconnected from the computer,
he depresses€) several times in succession to return to the
Executive and then types:

-LOGOUT @)
or

-EXIT

~

The computer will respond by printing the amount of computer time and connect (line) time charged to the user's
account since the previous log-in procedure was completed.

tIn some 940 time-sharing systems the commercial "at" sign,
@, is used to indicate that the 940 Executive is ready to
accept a command.

tt In some 940 ti me-shari ng system configurations the RUBOUT or ALT MODE key is used instead of the ESCAPE key.
Where ESC appears in this manual, RUB OUT or ALT MODE
may be substituted.

2. ENTERING TEXT INTO OED
In order to edit text using the 940's editor, the text or program must first be entered into the QED subsystem. The
methods avai lable for this are

1.

Preparing paper tape off-I ine and then reading it from
the Teletype.

2.

Reading in from a previously prepared file.

3.

Creati ng and enteri ng new text on-I i ne from the
Teletype.

READING A PAPER TAPE
To prepare paper tape off-line, the user must

1.

Set the Teletype in the local mode.

2.

Set the hal f dupl ex mode.

3.

Turn the paper tape punch on.

If a logical line comprises several physical lines of typing,
all lines except the last must end with a line feed followed
by a carriage return. The last physical line must end with
a carriage return followed by a Iine feed. The resul ting
paper tape may then be read into QED by using the command
°kREAD TELETYPE (§

The user may see all of the text in QED by typing /. This
wi II cause the computer to print all of the text entered into
QED so far, as illustrated below. (The following example
is continued and expanded throughout most of this manual.
The user may find it hel pful to be on-I ine and working the
example{s) as he reads the manual. Note again that underlined copy is that which is generated by the computer.)

*APPEND @
C
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND. D

*1
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
*APPEND @
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.

DC

~~I

TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
-{~APPEND @
USE 1 TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER. DC

*1

QED waits for the user to place the paper tape in the reader
and press the reader switch on. When the entire tape has
been read, the user depresses the CTRL key and D key simultaneously. (Call ed Control D, written as DC.) This
terminates the READ command. The user may have punched
DC onto the paper tape. If so, he need not type it manually. If QED contained text before the READ command,
new text will follow the old text.

READING A FILE
Similarly, text may be entered into QED from a file previously prepared by using either the 940 Executive or one
of the subsystems. To read a fi Ie the user types
-{~READ

After receiving the command, QED waits for the new text.
The user may type any number of Iines, terminating each
line with a carriage return 8. The computer automatically
supplies the line feed@. When all the desired text has
been typed, the user must then type DC (Control D) to
terminate the APPEND command. If any text was present
in QED before using the APPEND command, the new text is
appended to it.

IFILENAMEI (§

This command will bring in all of the text included in the
specified file. Again, if QED contained text before the
READ command was issued, the new text wi II follow the old
text.

TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
USE 1 TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.

TEXT ADDRESSING
The place where QED keeps all the entered text is call ed
the main text buffer. The text is stored in Iines, where a
Iine is simply all the characters between two carriage returns. Most QED commands work wi th one line or a range
of Iines at a time. The user has several ways of referencing
a line: by position, by current line, by last line, by labels,
and by text. These are discussed individually below.
ADDRESSING BY POSITION
A line may be referenced by its physical position in the
main text buffer. For example, the tenth line is line 10,
the first line is line 1, and so on.
-{~11

TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.

*31
USE 1 TO SEE CONTENTS

CREATING NEW TEXT
It is often convenient to enter new text directly from the
Teletype into QED. To do this the user types

~'~3,41

USE 1 TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
Note that hvo addiesseS separated by a cornrna denote a
range of lines.

Entering Text Into QED
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ADDRESSING BY DOT

ADDRESSING BY ARBITRARY TEXT

A second way ofreferring to a line is by using the dot (typed
as a period on the Teletype). The dot is the address of the
current line, i. e., the line accessed or referenced most recentl y. Each ti me a line is accessed, that line then becomes
the current line and is addressable by dot.

If no unique label exists on a particular line, the user can
initiate a search for the line containing specific text by
putting the text in brackets, e. g., [text]. The specified
text may occur anywhere in the Iine. (Note that [ is obtained by typing Shift K and] is obtained by typing Shift M.)
As with labels, the search begins with the first line after
the current line.

*3/
USE / TO SEE
*. /
USE / TO SEE
*3,4/
USE / TO SEE
OF MAIN TEXT
*. /
OF MAIN TEXT

CONTENTS
CONTENTS
CONTENTS
BUFFER.
BUFFER.

Note that when a range is referenced before using the dot,
the last I ine of the range becomes the current line.
ADDRESSING BY DOLLAR SIGN
The dollar sign refers to the last Iine in the main text buffer.
It is automatically updated each time additional text is appended to the main text buffer.

*$/
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
*APPEND 0
ADDRESS LINES BY POSITION, ., $, LABEL OR TEXT. DC
*$/
ADDRESS LINES BY POSITION, ., $, LABEL OR TEXT.

*/
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
ADDRESS LINES BY POSITION, " $, LABEL OR TEXT.

ADDRESSING BY LABELS
When the numberof lines in the main text buffer makes counting difficult, the user can initiate a search for the line containing a label by putting the label name in colons, e. g.,
:Iabel name:. A label is any series of characters beginning
in column one on the Teletype with the requirement that
they be followed by a character which is not a letter or
di g it. If the user desi res to use more than one word or seri es
of characters, all spaces must be included between the colon or the address is inval ide The computer's search for a
label always begins with the first line after the current line,
continues to the end of the text, then starts again at the
beginning of the text and continues down through the current line (or to the starting point). If there is more than
one occurrence of a label, the first Iine found containing
the label will be printed.

*:USE:/
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
*: USE: , : OF : /
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
*:OF: ,$/
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
ADDRESS LINES BY POSITION, ., $, LABEL OR TEXT.
4

Miscellaneous Address Notations

* [CREATE] /
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
* [SEE] , [LINES] /
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
ADDRESS LINES BY POSITION, 0, $, LABEL OR TEXT.

All searches can be started at any Iine, rather than at the
line after the current one, by putting the starting line immediately before the search construct.

*: OF: [.] /
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.

MISCELLANEOUS ADDRESS NOTATIONS
QED also allows the user to add to and subtract from a line
address. The fo II owi ng exampl es are based on the contents
of the main text buffer developed thus far.

*$-2/
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
*: TO: +1/
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
7( [ CREA TE] , [BUFFER] - 2/
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
By depressing just a Line Feed in response to the QED asterisk, the user commands the computer to print the line after
the current line. In this case, the Line Feed is\simply an
abbreviation of .+1/. For exampl e:

*.+1/
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
*@
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.

Similarly, the upward arrow (t) causes the computer to
print the line before the current line, i. e., it is the equivalent of the .-1/ command.
To obtain a position address for a I ine, the user may type
an equals sign following any legal address:

*:TO:=l
*[MAINr=~
*$=1
It is often convenient to use $= to find out how many lines
have been entered into QED.

Similarly, a user can obtain the label of a line by typing a
left-pointing arrow following any legal address which references the line. This is convenient if he is working with
a large block of text and wants to know, for example, which
line is line 150.
,'~ [MAIN] -!~2-:

: OF:
NEW:--

TABS
QED provides tabulating capabilities for indenting, typing
figures in columns, etc. Four tabs are automatically set at
positions 8, 16, 32, and 40 on the Teletype. They may be
used at any time by depressing Control I (IC).

If the user wishes to change any or all of the tabs, he types
TABS. QED wi II now accept up to six new tab positions.
For exampl e:

. CORRECTING TYPING ERRORS

-!~TABS

If a typing error occurs while entering text, there are
several methods avai labl e for correcting the errors
immediately.
The AC (Control A) prints an upward arrow (0 (not
to be confused with Shift N which is used to print the previous line) to give the user an indication that he has used
the AC. Each time the AC is typed, the last character on
the line is erased ~nternally). Repeated use of the AC deIetes severa I characters from the line.

AC

§

7@)

*
This sets a tab at position 7 and removes the other three tabs.
To change all the tabs, the user might type
-!~TABS

§

7,15,30,45 @)

MAIN TEXT BUFFER DIAGNOSTICS

"~APPEND

§
CONTRLAcOL A DELETES A CHARTAcACTER. DC
CONTRLtOL A DELETES A CHARTtACTER.

As typed
As printed

-!~$/

CONTROL A DELETES A CHARACTER.

WC

The WC (Control W) prints a backward slash (\) on
the Teletype to inform the user that he has used a WC• This
editing character deletes the word which was typed immediately preceding the WC and is useful when several characters in a row have been incorrectly typed. The first
blank encountered preceding a nonblank character terminates the deletion; that blank is not deleted. The AC used
repeatedly would accomplish the same function as the WC.
-!~APPEND

§
CONTROL W DLTESWcDELETES A WORD. DC
CONTROL W DLTES\DELETES A WORD.
-!~$/

As typed
As printed

CONTROL W DELETES A WORD.

QC

The QC (Control Q) prints a left-pointing arrow
(-) to provide a record that the QC was used. Immediately
after the arrow is printed, the carriage returns, the paper
feeds one line and the print head is positioned to start a
new line.
The logical line on which the QC was given is erased. The
user is in the same position as having just given the carriage
return at the end of the previous logical line.
Repeated use of the QC will delete several lines in the
same fashion that repeated use of the ACwili delete several
characters.
-!~APPEND

@)

CONTROL Q
CONTROL Q
TO DELETE
"~$ /
TO DELETE

There are four QED diagnostics that can occur when using
the main text buffer. These are I isted below and an explanation of the causes and the recommended solution are also
given.
NEARLY FULL
The APPEND command actually reads the text into string
buffer 0 (see Chapter 4). When the DC is given, the APPEND is terminated and the text is transferred to the main
text buffer. By reading into string buffer 0, the APPEND
command can allow editing during text input.
When approximately 1400 characters have been typed into
QED with one APPE ND command, string buffer 0 wi II be
nearly full. The diagnostic NEARLY FULL then is typed
out. The correct action is to type a DC to end the APPEND
command. Another APPEND can then be given.

It is good practice to write the contents of the main text buffer out onto a disc file after ending the APPEND command.
If the contents of the main text buffer are subsequently destroyed, all that is required is to read the disc file back into QED.
NO ROOM
The memory capacity of the QED main text buffer has been
exceeded. When the user gets this diagnostic, the text must
be broken into two or more segments and handled separately.
FATAL ERROR
A QED failure has occurred. The cause could be an unusual
combination of events that QED could not anticipate.

c
DELETESO
As typed
DELETES As printed
THE CURRENT LINE TYPE CONTROL O. DC

The user should try to save any main text buffer material h~
may have, then log out, log back in, and try again. If the

THE CURRENT LINE TYPE CONTROL O.

obtain technical assistance.

failure is repeated, the computer center should be called to

Correcting Typing Errors
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EDIT TERMINATED
The diagnostic NEARLY FULL is typed out asa warning when
string buffer 0 is nearly full. The user shou Id terminate the

APPEND with a DC at that point. If the APPEND is not terminatedbytheuser, QEDwil1 terminatetheAPPEND, type out
the diagnostic EDIT TERMINATED, and return control to the
user with an asterisk (*). Another APPEND can then be given.

3. TEXT MODIFICATION
After text has been entered intothemaintextbufferof QED
the user often realizes he needs to make several insertions,
deletions, or replacements to complete his work. He can
accompl ish this simply and quickly by using the INSERT,
DELETE, CHANGE, EDIT, and MODIFY commands.

a1lNSERT

QED allows the user to insert one or more
lines of text into the main text buffer. The user finds the
I ine that the new text wi II precede and types any legal address of the line (al) and INSERT. The computer will then
wait for the text that is to be inserted. A DC terminates
the inserted text.

*lINSERT @)
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR. DC

*/
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
ADDRESS LINES BY POSITION, " $, LABEL OR TEXT.
CONTROL A DELETES A CHARACTER.
CONTROL W DELETES A WORD.
TO DELETE THE CURRENT LINE TYPE CONTROL Q.

Note again that the print command (/) without I ine addresses
prints the entire main text buffer. The following example
is a further illustration of the INSERT command.

* :USE: INSERT @)
TO INSERT NEW TEXT, USE INSERT. DC
~~

./

~~7 ,$DELETE @)
*.=6

*/
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
TO INSERT NEW TEXT. USE INSERT.
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
OF MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
*$=6
*$DELETE @)
*$=2

al,~CHANGE
The user may replace one or more lines
of text with new text. Several lines may replace one line,
or one line may replace several. New text is always terminated by a Control D.

* 1ClfANGE @)
OED IS THE EDITOR OF THE SDS 940.
TO REPLACE A LINE, USE CHANGE. DC
;'( /
OED IS THE EDITOR OF THE SDS 940.
TO REPLACE A LINE, USE CHANGE.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
TO INSERT NEW TEXT, USE INSERT.
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS
*2, $CHANGE @>
THE USER CAN INSERT, DELETE AND CHANGE LINES. DC

ok/

TO INSERT NEW TEXT, USE INSERT.

Note that after using the INSERT command, the current
line becomes the line that was inserted.

;'(l,:USE:/
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
TO INSERT NEW TEXT, USE INSERT.
USE / TO SEE CONTENTS

~ ,~DELETE

To del ete one or more lines, the user types
a line address, a 1 (or two line addresses separated by a comma),
and the word DELETE. After using this command, the current
line becomes the .line preceding the deleted text. If the last
line of the main text buffer is deleted, the $ isautomatically
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reassigned. The following examples illustrate these features
of the DELETE command.

Text Modification

OED IS THE EDITOR OF THE SDS 940.
THE USER CAN INSERT, DELETE AND CHANGE LINES.

Although lines may be completely retyped to correct errors
by using the CHANGE, DELETE, or INSERT commands, the
EDIT and MODIFY commands give the user a faster and easier
method for editi ng lines.
~,~EDIT
This command is especially useful when the
user is working with a large amount of text. Once a user is
in the edit mode, several control characters (discussed below) may be used to edit the lines(i.e., to delete, insert,
or change characters in it) wi thout retypi ng that part of the
line which is correct. The most frequently used form of the
EDIT command is a lEDIT wherein the computer prints out
line al and waits for it to be edited. The edited copy then
replaces the original copy in the main text buffer.

The general form of the EDIT command, al' a2EDIT, permits
repeated single line edits. The first line addressed (al) is
typed out, and when the edit of that line is terminated, the
next I ine is typed out for editing. When the edit of the last
line addressed (a2) is terminated, the new lines replace the
original lines in the main text buffer.
~,a:zMODIFY

The MODIFY command works exactly
like the EDIT command, but does not print out the line or
range of lines to be edited. This command can be very useful to experienced users who do not need to see the line
printed out for every edit.

SC
ControlS is the same as C C except that a character
is deleted (i. e. I skipped) rather than copied from the original line, for each SC used. A % is printed for each character skipped.

FC
Control F is the same as DC except that the remainder of the old line is not typed as it is being copied to the
new line.
;'(lEDIT @>
THE SDS 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.
OCS SCScScScFc
THE %%%%

Typed by user

*1/ - -

THE 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.

CONTROL CHARACTERS
In this discussion of the control characters available for
editing or modifying lines, "original I ine" means the line
to be edited. "New line" means the line as it undergoes
editing or modifying. When the editing is complete, the
new line replaces the original line. For the purposes of this
discussion, we shall use the EDIT command only. In the first
set of examples, assume the contents of the main text buffer
are

CC
The Control C copies one character from the original I ine to the new I ine. If used several times in succession,
the Control C copies several characters from the original
line to the new line.

DC

Control D copies the rest of the original line to the
new I ine and ends the edit mode. The remainder of the original line is typed as it is being copied to the new line.

zCx

Typed by user

Control Z causes QED to copy from the original

I ine into the new I ine all characters through the character
x. If the character x does not appear in the original line,
QED rings the bell and takes no further action.
~'<"2EDIT

e

THE TEST EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.
ZCEZcEXDc
THE TEXT EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.

*lEDIT @>
THE SDS 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.
OCS XC FC
THE %%%%

Typed by user

*1/
THE 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.

'1( /
THE SDS 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.
THE TEST EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.

'1(2EDIT @>
THE TEST EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.
CCCcCcCcCcCcXD c
THE TEXT EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.

XCx
Control X is the same as ZC except characters are
deleted from the original line up through the character x
and % signs are printed for each character deleted.

Typed by user

oCx

Contro I 0 causes QED to copy from the original
I ine into the new I ine all characters up to but not incl uding
the character x.

pCx
Control P is the same as OC except that characters
are deleted from the original line up to but not including
the character x, and % signs are printed for each character
del eted.
~'(lEDIT

@
THE SDS 940. OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.
OCS p c 9F c
THE %%%%
~'~1/

Typed by user

--

THE 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.

KC
The Control K is a "delete and document II command.
The first Control K given prints a quote mark (") on the
Tel etype to inform the user that the del ete and document
mode has been entered. The second Control K ends the mode
and prints another quote mark. Between the two Control K IS,
the user can type anything. The most common use is to delete characters from the original line and print them on the
Teletype so the user can see what has been deleted. Used
in the APPEND mode, KC is a means by which the user can
write comments on the Teletype paper without affecting the
main text buffer.
~'<"APPEND @>
CONTROL K PRINTS THAT WHICH IS BEING DELETED. DC
*$EDIT @
CONTROL K PRINTS THAT WHICH IS BEING DELETED.
ZCKKcZcGKcDc
Typed by user
CONTROL K" PRINTS THAT WHICH IS BEING" DELETED.
*$/
CONTROL K DELETED.

e

;'(2EDIT
THE TEST EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.
OCSXD c
THE TEXT EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.

Typed by user

EC

In many cases, !tis necessary to !nsert characters
into a I ine. QED provides a control character! EC! to do

Text Modification
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this without retyping the line. Control E is used to insert
new text anywhere in the original line. At the first use of
EC, a < sign is printed, at which point the user types in his
insertion. He then types a second EC, which prints a > sign
and informs the computer that he has completed inserting
text. Any characters typed between the EC control characters are inserted in the new line without replacing any from
the original line. To illustrate the operation of Control E,
we can insert "SDS" into line 2.

*2EDIT@)
THE TEXT
OC9E c SDS
THE TEXT
*2/
THE TEXT

EDITOR OF THE 940 IS QED.
ECD c
Typed by user
EDITOR OF THE < SDS>940 IS QED.

C
RC
The R gives a carriage return and line feed. Then
it retypes the line up to the point where it was given. It
types the I ine with all editing corrections made so that the
user can see exactly what he has in the line at that point.
It is useful when a lot of editing has been done on a line
and the user is not sure what is in the I ine or what the format of the line is.

"cAPPEND §
THIS LINE WILL BE EDITED. DC
"c$EDIT @)
THIS LINE WILL BE EDITED.
OCWEcOF TEXT ECRc
THIS LINE <OF TEXT.2:
THIS LINE OF TEXT

Typed by user

EDITOR OF THE SDS 940 IS QED.

TC
HC
The Control H copies the remainder of the original
line to the new line and types it on the Teletype. It does
not end the edit. QED is positioned at the end of the line
and editing may continue.

*lEDIT @
THE 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES.
HC QED IS ONE.
Typed by user
THE 940 OFFERS MANY LANGUAGES. QED IS ONE.

Control T is used to retype the remainder of the original line that is yet to be edited and the new line as far as
it has been created. Control T aligns the original and new
lines properl y.

*APPEND @)
CONTROL T,LlKE CONTROL R,ALIGNS ••• Dc
"c$EDIT 0
CONTROL T,LIKE CONTROL R,ALIGNS •••
ZC,EcUNEcT c
CONTROL T ,<UN..?
LIKE CONTROL R,ALIGNS •••
CONTROL T,UN

UC

The Control U copies characters from the original
line to the new line up to, but not including, the next tab
stop. The tab stops are initial ized by QED at print positions
8, 16, 32, and 40. They can be changed by use of the
TABS command as discussed in Chapter 2.

"<"APPEND @
c
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890D
*$EDIT @
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890
UCABCDEUCFGHIJUcLMNOPUCQ
Typed by user
1234567ABCDE345FGHIJ12345678901LMNOP7890

yC
The control Y copies the remainder of the original
line to the new line without typing it on the Teletype (like
control F), and positions QED at the beginning of the line.
It then allows the edit to continue with the new I ine being
used as the original line. This is useful when the user has
performed some editing on a line and it is then realized that
some additional editing is needed near the beginning. of the
I ine. A repetition of the command EDIT or MODIFY wi II be
unnecessary.

'~$/

1234567ABCDE345FGHIJ12345678901LMNOP789Q

Ne
Control N prints f and "backs Up" one character
position on both the new and original lines. Successive useof
the control N backs up a corresponding number of characters.

"<"APPEND @)
c
CONTROL Y COPIES THE ORIGINAL LINE. D
"c$EDIT @
CONTROL Y COPIES THE ORIGINAL LINE.
ZCHCcEc REST OF ECZcLYc
Typed by user
CONTROL Y COPIES THE< REST OF > ORIGINAL LINE.
ZC FE c THEE cDc
Typed by user
CONTROL Y COPIES THE REST OF< THE> ORIGINAL.
'~$/

*APPEND @
CONTROL N AND CONTROL A ECHO A t DC
*$EDIT (§
CONTROL N AND CONTROL A ECHO At
ZCDNcrPrP XCDDc
Typed by user
CONTROL N'AND ttt, %% CONTROL A ECHO At
*$/
CONTROL N, CONTROL A ECHO At
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CONTROL Y COPIES THE REST OF THE ORIGINAL LINE.
MC
key.

Control M is synonymous with the Carriage Return
It ends the line and edit mode.

JC
Control J is synonymous with the Line Feed key. It
continues the logical line on the next printing line.

4. STRING BUFFERS
In addition to the main text buffer, QED has ten string buffers numbered from 0 to 9. These buffers can hold lines of
text just as the main text buffer does. They are very simi lar
to the main text buffer except that special commands are
available to use the string buffers in conjunction with the
main text buffer. String buffers are very useful for moving
large pieces of data from one location in the main text buffer to another. In addition, the contents of a string buffer
may be inserted or appended to the main text buffer. The
string buffers are particularly hel pful when a particular line
or command is used frequently throughout a program.

Note that the contents of the string buffers are always
printed in quotes.
'~8BUFFER

8

"TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.

"
*9BUFFER @)
"QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.

"

bLOAD

To enter text directly into a string buffer, the
user types the number of the buffer (b), LOAD, and a Carriage Return. The computer wi /I issue a I ine feed and wait for
the text. The text is terminated with a Control D (DC).
~(lLOAD

@l
TO LOAD A BUFFER USE LOAD. DC

bKILL

The contents of a buffer may be erased by
typing the buffer number, KILL, and a Carriage Return.
For example:

*SKILL@
*8KILL @)
*9KILL @l

A buffer may contain many I ines of text. However, each
LOAD command cI ears the buffer before loading.
iI],,~;bLOAD
To load a string buffer with a line of
text from the main text buffer, the user types the I ine address, a semicolon (j), buffer number, LOAD, and a Carriage
Return. An example of this use of the LOAD command is
given below. In the first part of the exampl e, we look at
the contents of the main text buffer.

*1,3/
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
*l;SLOAD @l
Upon receiving the Carriage Return, QED loads buffer 5
with the contents of line 1.
A range of lines may be specified by typing two line addresses separated by a comma. For example:

*2,3;8LOAD @)

Be
The contents of a stri ng buffer may be inserted
or appended to text in the main text buffer by call ing
for it with BC. The BC prints a # to give the user an
indication that BC was typed. For example:

*lLOAD @l
THERE ARE TEN STRING BUFFERS. DC
*APPEND §
BC1 DC

Typed by user

#1

*/
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.
NEW TEXT WILL FOLLOW ALL OLD TEXT.
THERE ARE TEN STRING BUFFERS.

Similarly, text is inserted by issuing the INSERT command.

*2LOAD @)
THERE IS ONE MAIN TEXT BUFFER. DC
*2INSERT §
BC 2D c

Typed by user

11=2

The entire contents of the main text buffer can be loaded
into a string buffer by omitting the line address before the
semicolon. For example:

*1,3/
QED IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.
THERE IS ONE MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
TO CREATE NEW TEXT, USE APPEND.

*; 9LOAD@'
The BC command can also be used with CHANGE.

bBUFFER

To print the contents of a string buffer, the
user types the buffer number, BUFFER, and a Carriage Return.
For exampl e:

"(SBUFFER ~
"QED'IS A POWERFUL EDITOR.

"

String buffers may contain commands, i. e., the user may
want to load a string buffer with a command or sequence of
commands that is used often in his program or text. Then,
instead of typing the command over and ovei, he need only
C
call upon the string buffer. The B command is used to

String Buffers
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cause the command in the buffer to execute, as shown in
the following example:

"i~lLOAD

@>

2/ DC
°kBc1

Typed by user

"i~#1

THERE IS ONE MAIN TEXT BUFFER.
*2LOAD@>
Commands are abbreviated to their
1,$D DC
first letter, i.e., D for DELETE,
(
~';-Bc 2@> Typed by user
when used in the stri ng buffers.
"i~ift2

"i~/

Main text buffer is now empty.

it,~;bGET
The GET command is used to move blocks
of text from one position to another. This command is equivalent to a 1, a2;bLOAD together with a 1, a2DELETE. The
general form of the command deals with several lines in the
main text buffer where a1 is the starting line address, a2 is
the ending line address, and b is the number of the string
buffer into which the text is loaded. The a1;bGET form of
the command deals with one I ine (a 1) in the main text buffer
and ;bGET deals with the whole main text buffer. The text
in the specified range is loaded into the string buffer and
deleted from the main text buffer. The user may then move
the text from the string buffer into any other position by
using such previously discussed commands as INSERT and
CHANGE.
"i~APPEND@>

LINE1
LlNE2
LlNE3
LlNE4
LINES DC
"i~2,4; 2GET @J
*1 INSERT @)
BC 2D c

If the user types N (QED types 0) to the question WAIT?,
QED substitutes the 'TEXT TO BE INSERTED' for every occurrence of 'TEXT TO BE RE PLACED' in the designated range.
If the user types Y (QED types ES) to the question WAIT?,
QED types out each line that contains the text to be replaced. At this point, the user types S if the substitution
is desired or any other character (excluding S) if he does not
want the substitution made at that point. In either case,
QED continues to search through the remainder of the designated range of lines.

If the user types 0 (QED types NCE) to the question WAIT?,
QED does the substitution once in the first line within the
designated range that contains the text to be replaced.

°

String buffers and 1 are destroyed by the SUBSTITUTE
command, since the 'TEXT TO BE INSERTED' and 'TEXT TO
BE REPLACED' are actually loaded into string buffers 1 and
0, respectively, by QED. QED then references the two string
buffers while performing the substitutions. QED prints the
number of substitutions made before returning control to the
user.
*APPEND @)
THIS IS LlNE1
THIS IS LlNE2
LlNE3 IS THE END DC
~'~1, 2SUBSTITUTE @>
MAY BED c IS DC
II MAY BE" FOR II IS"
WAIT? NO

-2--

Typed by user

Number of substi tutions

*/
Typed by user

iff: 2
~f:

The general form of the command causes the substitution to
be made in the range of I ines addressed by a 1 through a2'
The form a1SUBSTITUTE causes substitution only into line a1
and the form SUBSTITUTE causes substitution throughout the
whol e main text buffer.

I

LlNE2
LINE3
LINE4
LINE1
LINES

THIS MAY BE LlNE1
THIS MAY BE LINE2
LINE3 IS THE END
~';-2SUBSTlTUTE @>
(THIS WAS AN 'E' )DcE DC
Typed by user
':(THIS WAS AN IE')" FOR "E"
WAIT? YES
THIS MAY BE LINE2
Occurrence is E in IBE'
User typed '5' for substitute
S
THIS MAY B(THIS WAS AN 'EI) LlNE2
E in 'UNE2'
User typed @) - no substitute

SUBSTITUTE

The SUBSTITUTE command is used to replace a specific string of characters in a designated range
with a new string of characters. This is particularly useful
when the user has consistently misspelled a word, used an
illegal variable name in his program or, in general, has
repeatedly made an error that he wishes to correct. The
format of the command is:
*a1,a2SUBSTlTUTE
n

TEXT TO .DE INSERTED DC l:FORl:TEXT TO BE REPLACEDD cll

WAIT?

1

NQ.
YES
alternatives
ONCE
Number of substitutions
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Number of substitutions

*/
THIS MAY BE LlNE1
THIS MAY B(THIS WAS AN 'EI) LINE2
LlNE3 IS THE END
*SUBSTITUTE
LINKDcLINED c

e

"LINK" FOR "LlNE"
WAIT? ONCE
1

Typed by user

Number of substi tutions

*/
THIS MAY BE LINK1
THIS MAY B(THIS WAS AN lEI) LINE2
LlNE3 IS THE END

VC

To include a control character in the text in a
string buffer, V C must be used. VC instructs QED to accept
the next character (which wi II be a control character) as a
I iteral character rather than performing the action that the
control character would normally cause. The control character ty~d after the VC wi II be printed with an ampersand
(&) before it. For example, to load a string buffer with DC
the user types

4.

Delete the % and previous character, ACAc

5.

C
Duplicate the rest of the line, F

6.

C
Calion buffer 3 again (to search for the next %), B 3

7.

Terminate the buffer string with DC

This is achieved by the command

,'(lLOAD @)
VCD c DC

Typed by user

i(3LOAD @)

[%] M @)

&D

Note that the second DC is used to terminate the LOAD
command.
A string buffer may contain a BC.
to "call" upon another buffer.

This will cause a buffer

i(4LOAD @)
VCBcS DC
&BS

Typed by user

VCZc%VcAcVcAcVcFcVcBc3Dc
&Z%&A&A&F &B 3

C
Note that the V is used so that the control commands wi II
be placed in the string buffer and will not be executed
immediately.
Having loaded the string buffer with these directions, we can
respond to the QED asterisk with a BC3 to call the string buffer. This causes the commands in the buffer to be executed.
The text in the main text buffer would then appear as follows.

Then, if BC4 were typed, bu"Her 4 would activate the command in buffer 5. Consider the following, more compl ex
example.
Let us say that text was prepared off-line by placing the
Teletype in the local mode and punching paper tape. This
tape is then read into the QED main text buffer and corrections to the text are made on-line. Because the READ command does not recognize the editing control characters AC,
WC, and QC, they cannot be included on the paper tape or
in a disc fi Ie. Therefore, we wi II have to provide for editing indirectly.
Let us set the standard that whenever a character is erroneously typed on the Teletype tape it will be followed by
a % sign to indicate at a later time that it should be deleted. (The%may be used iteratively.) Text prepared in
this manner might appear as follows as it comes into the
main text buffer

Typed by user

THIS IS LINE ONE

LC

Control L is used to load part of a I ine into string
buffer 1 at the same time it is being input to the main text
buffer. Using this facility while entering the text, the user
C
can type L (prints [) at the beginning of a phrase which will
be used frequently and another Lc (prints] ) at the end of the
phrase. Subsequently, instead of typing the phrase, the user
need onl y type BC 1 to insert the phrase into the text.

*APPEND@
c
THIS STATEMENT ISLe FREQUENTLY USEDL DC
''($EDIT @)
Typed by user
THIS STATEMENT IS FREQUENTLY USED
ZCSEcBcIEcDc
Typed by user
THIS < if 1 > STATEMENT IS FREQUENTLY USED
''($/

THIS FREQUENTLY USED STATEMENT IS FREQUENTLY USED

THIS ISS% LNE%%INE ONE
Now, to automatically delete both the % and the preceding
character from the text, we wi II use stri ng buffer number 3.
We do this by loading buffer 3 with the commands to do the
following.

1.

Search for a line with a %, [%]

2.

Go to the edit mode via MODIFY

3.

Dupl i cate the line out to the %, Zc%

STRING BUFFER DIAGNOSTICS

FULL
The capacity of each string buffer is approximately 1400
bytes. The FULL diagnostic is typedoutonlywhenthestring
buffer capacity has been reached. If this diagnostic is encountered, the text can be safely kept in the string buffer
by immediately typing a DC. The remainder of the text
should be put into another of the available string buffers.

String Buffers
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5. TEXT OUTPUT
QED is used most often to prepare and edit programs for one
of the SDS 940 subsystems. Once a program is edited it
must be transferred from the QED main text buffer to the
appropriate subsystem for execution. This is done by first
outputting the contents of the main text buffer to a disc fi Ie
or to paper tape. The user then enters the subsystem via the
940 Executive and loads the program from the disc file or
paper tape. The program may also be printed on the Teletype, but this method does not permit the user to load the
program into the subsystem.
It should be noted that the user loses his edited copy if he
fails to write it on a file or paper tape before moving on to
another subsystem or logging out.

OUTPUT TO AFILE
The following command outputs text from the main buffer to
a userls disc file.

The 940 Executive and other subsystems can read the fi Ies
QED creates and likewise QED can read the symb~lic files
created by the other subsystems.
The statement of the number of words written by QED tells
just the amount of text which was output and will always be
less than the number given by the Executive command
"FILES:" (see Terminal Users l Guide), since the FILES: command includes the index block (256 words) in addition to
the text and any unused space in its data record (up to 255
words).

"(APPEND §
THIS LINE WILL BE WRITTEN ONTO FILE IQED/. DC
*WRITE /QED/ @
NEW FILE EV
15 WORDS.
*@
*@
-FILES: §

23,512 IQEDI

Size of file IQEDI is 512 words

where
a 1 and a
are the beginning and ending addresses
2
of the Iines to be output, and FILE NAME designates
either an existing file or a new one. If address a2
is missing, only line a1 is output. If both addresses
are missing, the contents of the entire main buffer
are output.
To make sure that the user does not inadvertently erase a
fi Ie, Q ED prints out either NEW FILE or OLD FILE on the
next line.
~~RITE

/FILENAME/EV
NEW FILE 0

OUTPUT TO TELETYPE
The slash (/) command for Teletype output was discussed
earlier, to facilitate an orderly development in the manual.
This command is discussed again here with the other commands available to the user for Teletype output.
*~,~/

This command prints all lines in the range a1
throug ha 2' Ifa2 is missing (i.e., a1/), only lineal is
printed. If a1 and a2 are missing (i. e., /), the statement
is equivalent to 1,$/ whereby the complete main text buffer
is printed.
The slash command differs from most commands in that no

OLD FILE reminds the user that the file named in the command has been previously used and contains text which may
need to be saved. NEW FILE tells the user that he is creating a new file under the name given. In either case, the
user confirms this by striking a 0. If he decides that he
does not want to use that particular file, he can abort the
command by striking the \'§) key once. He can then repeat
the command using the proper fi Ie name.
The WRITE command does not erase any of the material written from the main text buffer. If the user wants to have the
main text buffer emptied, he must use 1,$DELETE as discussed
in Chapter 3.
After the file has been written, QED informs the user how
many words of text were written. The number of words times
three gives the number of characters that were written.
QED suppresses blanks if there are two or more in a row.
Thus, the number of characters read into QED (from the Teletype, paper tape, or a file not written byQED) and the
number of characters written by QED wi II seldom be the same.
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Carriage Return is required. Immediately after the slash is
typed, QED starts printing at the beginning of the next line.
"'~I~PRINT §

The line addressing works the same
with the PRINT as with the slash.

The PRINT command is used when neatly formatted output is
desired. After the Carriage Return is given, QED asks the
question DOUBLE?, to whi ch the user responds with N
(QED types 0) or Y (QED types ES), signifying whether the
printing is to be single spaced (NO) or double spaced (YES).
The typing is so formatted that the paper can be torn out of
the Teletype, punched with three holes, and put into a
notebook.

#0
* t

These commands print one logical line and, like
the slash command, do not require a Carriage Return to commence. When the user types the Line Feed, QED types the
I ine addressed by . + 1 on the next Iine. If the user types t ,
the line .-1 is typed.

OUTPUT TO PAPER TAPE
To punch a paper tape on the Teletype for rereading into
an sDs 940 system at a later time, the user shou Id use the
slash command. Before typing the slash, the user must turn
the Teletype paper tape punch on.

The resul tant paper tape wi II have a / on the first I ine and an * on
the last I ine. After reading the paper tape into the main text bufferof QED with the READ TELETYPE command, the user can type
"~lDELETE

~'~$DELETE

@)
@>

to delete the / and

* from the fi rst and last Iine, respectively.

Output to Paper Tape
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APPENDIX. OED SUMMARY
line Addressing Methods

1.

By position (I ine number).

2.

By. (symbol for current line).

3.

By $ (symbol for last line).

4.

By :Iabel: (where label is the first word or string of characters in a line).

5.

By [text] (where text is a unique word or string of characters in a line).

6.

By adding or subtracting lines from any of the above addresses, e. g., [text] +2.

COMMANDS (may be abbreviated to first letter)
TABS @)

Allows the user to set up to six new tab stops.

READlfi Ienamel @l

Reads text from the specified file and appends it to the contents of the main text buffer.

a APPEND @
1

Appends, after line a l' the text typed in after the Carriage Return. The new text entered must be
terminated with a DC.

a INSERT @l

Inserts, before line al, text typed in after the Carriage Regurn. The new text must be terminated
with a DC.

a

Deletes lines a1 through a2.

1

tffi\
l' a 2 DELETE \'J
a l' a CHANGE @l
2

a

a EDIT

l' 2

Replaces lines al through a2 with the text typed in after the Carriage Return.
be terminated with a DC.

The new text must

Prints line a1 and allows it to be edited. Line al + 1 is then printed and edited.
until line a2 has been printed and edited.

Q

v

This continues

Does not print lines al through a2' but waits for each to be reconstructed via editing.

a l' a MODIFY @l
2
a l' a ;bLOAD @)
2
bLOAD 8

Loads buffer b with lines al through a2 of the main text buffer.
Loads buffer b with the text that follows the Carriage Return.
with a DC.

bBUFFER @l

Prints contents of buffer b.

bK ILL @l

Erases contents of buffer b.

The text entered must be terminated

Loads buffer b with I ines a 1 through a2 of the main text buffer and del etes those I ines from the
main text buffer.
a l' a WRITE/fi lename/ @
2
a , a PRINT @
1 2

Writes lines al through a2 into the specified file.

a l' a21

Prints lines a 1 through a2 of the main text buffer.

(Line Feed)

Prints the next line.

Prints I ines a 1 through a2 of the main text buffer in a neat format.

Prints the preceding line.
al=

Prints the position address of line al.

al-

Prints the label of line al'

a l' a SUBSTITUTE
2

€V

Replaces a specific string of characters in line a 1 through a2 of the main text buffer with a new
stri ng of characters.

Appendix
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t
EDITING CONTROL CHARACTERS (used at any time other than command mode)
C
A (Prints

t)

Deletes preceding character.

QC (Prints -)

Deletes current line.

W C (Prints \)
C
I

Deletes preceding word.

M

C

Tabs to next tab stop.
replaced with blanks.

In EDIT and MODIFY modes, all characters up to the next tab stop will be

Synonymous with the Carriage Return.

JC

Synonymous with the line Feed.

EDITING CONTROL CHARACTERS (used in EDIT and MODIFY modes)
CC

Copi es the next character.

DC

Finishes a line edit by copying and printing remainder of line.

ZC x

Copies all characters through x.

OC x

Copies all characters to but not including x.

SC (Prints %)

Deletes the next character.

C
F

Finishes a line edit by copying but not printing remainder of line.

XCx (Prints %IS)

Del etes all characters through x.

pC x (Prints %IS)

Deletes all characters to but not including x.

KC (Prints ")

Facilitates printing of characters that are being deleted.

EC (Prints <)

Allows characters to be inserted in a line.

HC
UC

Copies a line up to but not including the carriage return.
Copi es and prints a II characters up to the next tab stop.

C (Pri nts 1)
N

Backs up one character on new and original line.

RC
TC

Retype I ine being edited up to the poi nt where RC was typed.
Retype remainder of original lines from point where TC was typed on one line and line being
edited on the next line. Two lines will be aligned properly.

yC

Copies the remainder of the original line to the new line without printing it and positions QED at
the beginning of the next line ready to accept editing control characters.

Another EC after insertion prints

>.

EDITING CONTROL CHARACTERS {used with string buffers}
BC (Prints #)

Indicates that the next character designates the number of the buffer whose contents should be
entered into the text.

Lc (Prints [)

Used to load part of a line into string buffer 1 at the same time it is being input into the main text
buffer. The second Lc prints].

V

C

(following controi
character wi II be
preceded by &)

Indicates that the control character which follows is to be taken literally.

tControl Characters are obtained by simultaneously depressing the control key (CTRL) and the alphabetic character,
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